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Abstract 
Title: Czech terminological mountaineering and sport climbing dictionnary. 
Goals: Create Czech terminological mountaineering a sport climbing dictionnary. 
Method: Searches primary and secondary literature. In the first case it was published 
dictionaries, mountaineering and climbing guides, studies and grammars. In the second 
case it was a popular publications, monographs important mountaineers and climbers, 
magazines and websites.  
Results and conclusion: We have created Czech terminological mountaineering and 
sport climbing dictionnary with about a thousands lexical units. Words contain around 
one hundred borrowings from foreign languages, especially English (anglicisms), 
German (germanisms) and French (galicisms). Most often, the terminology in 
mountainneering and sport climbing forms deriving, namely the most suffix derivation. 
Dominant trend in the vocablulary of mountaineering and sport climbing generally 
increase the amount of borrowed words, especially form english. We consider it a 
serious problem that has been created bilingual dictionaries from this area before being 
released Czech terminological mountaineering and sport climbing dictionnary. 
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